
Nelson & Grace <nglambier@sympatico.ca> 

Wed 2020-05-13 12:44 AM  

Sending in a proposal for 3rd division format. 
to add 2 games of double in double out making it a 12 game format 
  
  
                                                    Steven’s darts 
                                                    Captain Grace Lambier 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Helen Banasiak <pennywyonch@gmail.com> 
Mon 2020-06-29 7:44 AM 

 

 
To: 

HiJosylyn! 
Some ladies would like to see team games brought back to division 2. 
Thank You! 

================================================================================ 

DONALD HUGILL <dlhugill@rogers.com> 
Mon 2020-06-29 7:54 PM 

Re: Changes 
 
As per our phone conversation the other evening I have spoken to my team about any changes they 
would like to see in the upcoming season. 
 
We have found that in 4th and 5th division we have had many late nights. Some as late as 11:30. We 
would like to see the start time for these divisions change to 7 pm or even 7:30. This way we can be done 
at a more reasonable hour so players who take public transit can get a bus home and also for those who 
get up early in the morning for work. 
 
Thank you, 
 
Violet's Girls 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



butt3rfly.1963 <butt3rfly.1963@gmail.com> 
Tue 2020-06-30 12:57 AM 

 
1-We would like to see tournaments changed to 501 instead of 701.  This will allow the night to 
go faster and hopefully will be done by 11pm. 
2. As the Victory is too hot we would like to see more space between people, such as removing 
more tables, because most of us dont sit anyway. 
3.  Break up the tournaments and use all floors when necessary. 
4.  We would like to see the draws done sooner.  Sometimes this is drawn too late and come 
could have left. 
5.  we would like to see if more games could be added to 2nd division.  like 2 more doubles and 
2 more singles (di-do). 
 
If we can only add 2 we would like the 301(di-do) 

========================================================================= 

Sheila Williams <sheilawilliams103@msn.com> 
Tue 2020-06-30 6:14 PM 
Hello Jay.  
I have a few things that I would like to get voted in. Everything is open to interpretation of 
course. It can be modified with a discussion. I didnt have a lot of time to prepare this email so I 
apologize.   
1. All monthly meetings be open to members in good standing with the exception of 
disciplinary procedures.  I feel like this might allow people to see that the executive is open and 
that they are good people. Maybe it would allow people to see what goes on and allow them to 
have a better understanding of what the executive goes through. It might also be an incentive to 
run for the executive at a later date.  
2. I believe that there should be a committee formed for a rule book rewrite. Not to change 
rules or anything but to clean it up and reorganize.  The committee should be formed of min 5 
people. One from each division and voted on by their own division. Any exec willing to 
participate will be added, not instead of.  
3. All tournaments and every division be run the same. All formats identical or based on ability. 
But everything in writing so no questions. 
4. Preregistration for tournament so that start times are followed. Will also prepare people 
running tournament to be a lot better prepared and able to run smoother.   
5. All venues checked by rulebook committee before first night. Mandatory so no issues later. 
Not by mens league and not by executive unless on committee.   
6. A committee strictly to deal with rules. Different from rulebook committee. Not dealing with 
discipline only what rules apply for any issues. Always taken to exec for final decision of 
course.  
I think involving people in small committees will open door for more divisions running and less 
controversy about exec.  

7. Tournament points. Instead of 1 pt we get pt per person to a max of 4. 4 is needed to 

register for league so teams that come to support league every tournament should be 

rewarded justly. 1 pt does nothing to standings and is not enough of an incentive to bring 

teams out.  



8. If a team with a person with special needs (wheelchair) is registered on a team and the 

home team is not wheelchair accessible then that night of play should be at a venue that is 

wheelchair accessible.  Persons should  not be penalized for being in a vulnerable position.  

Thank you for your time.  

 

========================================================================= 

scarnochan@hotmail.com 
Tue 2020-06-30 7:58 PM 

Good evening ladies. Hope everyone is stay well and safe. There is a few things I would like to 
be brought up at the AGM.  
I would like the following to be considered and voted upon. 
1. I would like to see 3 triple 19's (171) counted the same as a 180. We have multiple ladies in 
our league that shoot the bottom of the board and feel it should be treated equally.  
2. All tournament formats be set in stone. Format could be discussed at a later 
date...considering the circumstances. This would allow everyone to know what they are playing 
before arriving and less confusion. Would also make it easier for those running the 
tournament.  
3. The position of First vice. I am proposing the this position can only be filled by someone who 
has been on the executive for 2 years. This allowing them familiarity to the league and have the 
proper credentials to move into President if the case may happen  
Thank you for your time. 
Stay safe 
Stacy Carnochan  

 

 


